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ABSTRACT: The rheo-optical analysis of polymer solutions and melts is a critical tool in elucidating their
molecular response to flow fields. We therefore evaluate the measurement of flow-induced birefringence
(orientation) under extension in microfluidic cross-slots, whose flow kinematics was examined by microparticle
image velocimetry. The effects of planar extension on the (non)linear viscoelasticity of wormlike micellar surfactant
solutions (comprising either cetyltrimethylammonium bromide or cetylpyridinium chloride in aqueous sodium
salicylate) were measured. The effect of wall shear was found to be negligible compared to extension. The
birefringence is linear (indicating the validity of the stress-optical rule) for very small extensional Weissenberg
numbers, as expected. This rule fails, however, when a sharp birefringence band appears at modest Weissenberg
number (indicating the alignment of wormlike micelles along the outflow direction). Experiments that measure
average birefringence may misidentify the point of failure of the stress-optical rule. These bands also scatter
light and appear in transmittance images, yet with distinctive features. At higher flow rates, the birefringent band
broadens after the peak retardation saturates, but the transmittance band remains narrow and eventually the flow
becomes asymmetric. This asymmetric transition is elasticity-induced, and no shear banding is observed by particle
velocimetry: the velocity profiles remain linear, while the flow becomes asymmetric. These phenomena are
common to both fluids studied, but the stress-optical coefficient and the Weissenberg numbers at saturated
birefringence differ quantitatively, possibly due to differences in micellar length and scission kinetics, as determined
from linear viscoelastic measurements.

I. Introduction

Sir Geoffrey Taylor’s pioneering invention of the four-roll
mill (FRM)1,2 has afforded generations of rheologists an elegant
means of creating extensional and other mixed flows. FRM’s
have been applied to studies on emulsion droplet deformation,3,4

and Keller et al.5 applied it in their seminal studies of flow-
induced birefringence (FIB) in polymer solutions undergoing
elongational flows. While the FRM is a good means of creating
extensional flows, its analogue, the cross-slot (opposing fluid
streams flowing through crossed slots to produce extensional
flow with a well-defined stagnation point, SP, at the center), is
easier to build and control. Workers have used cross-slots to
study polymer chain scission,6-10 chain deformation/scission in
turbulent drag reduction flows,11-13 and chain conformation
hysteresis14 associated with the coil-stretch transition.15

In earlier work, we built a microfluidic cross-slot and
demonstrated its unprecedented ability to control the frame-
invariant flow type parameterê.16 We used an objective flow
classification, based on that of Astarita.17

D and W are the tensorial stretching and rotation rates,
respectively.W is specified relative to the material rotation of
the principal axes ofD. ê ) 1 andê ) -1 correspond to pure
straining (irrotational or extensional) flow and pure rotational
flow, respectively. Simple shear flow comprises equal parts of
extension and rotation (ê ) 0).18 Flows corresponding toê’s

other than-1 and 1 are called “mixed”. While the FRM cannot
produce simple shear, our cross-slot can produce nearly pure
rotation to pure extension,including simple shear. In our
previous report16 we demonstrated that channel aspect ratio
(height/width) has a significant effect on accessibleê’s.
Therefore, we use soft lithography microfluidic fabrication
techniques here to fabricate channels with aspect ratio of≈0.5,
which can giveê ) 1. Extensional flows strongly deform
polymer chains,19 motivating our choice of planar elongational
flow (PEF). Birefringence, the anisotropy of the refractive index
tensor, gives rise to a phase difference of polarized light passing
through optically anisotropic fluids, and it has been widely used
to study dynamics20 of polymers and complex fluids.21

An obvious advantage of microfluidic flows is that they need
smaller fluid volumes,22,23 a key concern in experiments on
exotic fluids. Microfluidic channels are fabricated using standard
soft-lithography methods,24-26 which enable easy adjustment
of channel dimensions, an important capability for analysis of
viscoelastic fluid flows. By this means, one controls the relative
magnitudes of the Weissenberg number (Wi)27 and Reynolds
(Re) number in theWi-Reparameter space. In this study, only
elasticity is at play, but in certain other viscoelastic flows,28

both elasticity and inertia can contribute significantly.

Wormlike micellar fluids are highly viscoelastic,29,30and they
are also commercially applied as viscosity modifiers, as drag
reducing agents, and in enhanced oil recovery. They are treated
as equilibrium polymers due to reversible scission and fusion
of micellar chains that are governed by equilibrium between
fusion and scission kinetics. Semidilute wormlike micellar
solutions display linear viscoelasticity (LVE) that is markedly
similar to solutions of monodisperse polymers.29-32 They also
exhibit shear banding in shear flows33-46 and possess large
FIB46-51 and large normal stresses. The relationship between
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shear banding and birefringence has been investigated.33,39,42,52

While the linear and nonlinear viscoelasticity of wormlike
micelles,53,54 including FIB,39,42,46,48-51,55,56have been studied
extensively, the preponderance of these studies has been
unsurprisingly limited to simple shear flow, which is easier to
create than extensional flows, especially in non-Newtonian
fluids. Wormlike micelles have been studied in commercial
opposed jets devices57-60 that create uniaxial extensional flow
(UEF), with somewhat different kinematics from PEF. Yesilata
et al.61 have recently published the results of a study of nonlinear
shear and extensional flow (in a capillary breakup rheometer62).

We seek to answer some well-defined questions here. What
is the response of wormlike micelles to PEF? What are the
conditions where the stress-optical rule (SOR) is upheld/
violated? Is any mechanical instability seen in the response of
wormlike micelles to PEF? If so, what can we determine about
the mechanism and/or the kinetics of the instability? The fluid
experiences shear deformation next to the walls in the inlet
channel of the device (Poiseuille flow), and so we perform FIB
experiments upstream of the SP to compare the response in
extensional and shear flow. We also experimentally investigate
the spatiotemporal relaxation of birefringence with increasing
distance from the SP along the outflow axis (i.e., downstream
of the SP).

To demarcate the emphasis of our work from recently
published similar ones, we note that while Kato et al.63 have
created PEF for cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB)/
sodium salicylate (NaSal) solutions in a FRM, their work lacks
sufficient detail to address the questions raised here. They also
made birefringence measurements on the same system in a 2D
converging channel64 but made ana priori assumption about
the validity of the stress-optical rule65 (SOR) in elongation.
Since elongational flows are strong flows, the SOR may fail at
modest rates,66,67 and its validity should be established before
application. Also, while Penfold et al.68 have recently built a
macrofluidic cross-slot flow cell and used small-angle neutron
scattering (SANS) to study the effect of elongational flow on
flow-induced ordering in surfactant micelles, their work em-
phasized spatially resolved SANS to determine the orientational
ordering in their flow cell and to compare it with corresponding
effects arising from shear flow. Our primary focus, quite distinct
from theirs, is the study of FIB of wormlike micelles in PEF to
gain an understanding of their viscoelasticity.

II. Experimental Procedure

A. Microfluidic Device Fabrication. Cabral and Hudson69 have
described the channel fabrication and assembly process in detail.
SU-8 photoresist (grade 2075; MicroChem Inc.70) was also used
here to prepare a channel of heighth ) 530 µm and sufficiently
“small” aspect ratioh/w ) 0.53 at whichê ) 1 can be attained for
3-D Stokes flow in the cross-slot.16 Background birefringence from
the PDMS network in the glass/PDMS microfluidic channel is
subtracted by a procedure discussed in section IIC, and wall shear
effects are also quantified.

B. Preparation and Rheology of Wormlike Micellar Fluids.
Two surfactant solutions were prepared. One was a solution of 30
mmol L-1 CTAB/240 mmol L-1 NaSal fluid (same concentration
and components used by Kadoma and van Egmond71). Both
components (procured from Sigma-Aldrich) were weighed out
directly into a volumetric flask. Deionized water (resistivity) 18.0
× 106 Ω‚cm) was added, and the mixture was dissolved using gentle
convection in a 3-D rotator (Labline) over 2-3 days to homogeneity
until a uniform appearance free of refractive index gradients was
seen throughout the flask. Another solution, 100 mmol L-1

cetylpyridinium chloride (CPyCl)/60 mmol L-1 NaSal, was also
similarly prepared (CPyCl procured from Sigma-Aldrich). The

solutions were allowed to then stand for at least 10 days before
use.

The angular frequency (ω)-dependent complex modulusG*(ω)
) G′(ω) + iG′′(ω) of the CTAB/NaSal solution was reproducibly
measured by oscillatory shear (OS) experiments in a strain-
controlled ARES low-shear rheometer (Rheometric Scientific) using
25 mm diameter parallel platens;G′(ω) and G′′(ω) denote the
storage and loss moduli, respectively. The applied strain amplitude,
determined from strain sweep experiments, produced linear vis-
coelastic response in the fluid. To prevent sample evaporation,
ARES’ convection oven was turned off, and the experiment was
performed at ambient temperature (22°C) over only three decades
of ω. The sample was visually inspected post-experiment to confirm
negligible evaporation.

C. Birefringence Microscope Setup, Procedure, and Data
Analysis/Corrections.We performed birefringence measurements
on a Metripol birefringence microscope (Oxford Cryosystems),
which is based on the Wood and Glazer method.72 Monochromatic
light (λ ) 550 nm) is sent through a rotating polarizer into the
sample, then through a quarter wave plate and an analyzer into a
CCD camera (10 bit Firewire; Scion CFW-1310M high-resolution;
1360× 1024 pixels), which measures the light intensityI. Other
measured quantities are the phase differenceθ between two
orthogonally polarized components and the orientation angleφ of
the sample’s principal axis.I, θ, andφ are interrelated:72

I0 is the transmittance, whileωpol and τm denote the polarizer’s
rotational frequency and the measurement time, respectively. Checks
and calibrations performed on the system included alignment and
light intensity uniformity check, assessment of optical path polariza-
tion state without the sample, and assessment of the camera’s dark
noise and linear response from 0% to 80% of its dynamic range. A
10× objective lens (NA) 0.25; magnification) 0.47 µm/pixel)
was used. The condenser was adjusted so that the effective NA
was∼0.09.

Two 10 mL syringes, filled with the wormlike micellar fluid,
were loaded on a syringe pump (Harvard apparatus PHD2000) and
connected to the cross-slot device by rigid polyethylene (Intramedic
PE-100; Becton Dickinson; i.d.) 0.86 mm; o.d.) 1.52 mm) tubing
of minimal length to mitigate compliance effects. The syringe pump
response was verifiably free of undesirable pulsation effects that
can render a flow unsteady. FIB measurements were checked for
reproducibility on two different stock solutions of each wormlike
micellar fluid and in two different microfluidic devices. Excellent
agreement was seen across respective data sets. Before each
measurement the flow was given time to stabilize, and steady
birefringence values (ensured by repeating measurements and
checking for time invariance) are reported here.

The background sinθ contribution of the PDMS network in the
cross-slot device was subtracted from the measured sinθ in the
FIB experiments. The magnitude of this contribution varied from
one device to another and also with the location on each device.
Birefringence measurements were thus made with thequiescent
wormlike micellar surfactant solution filling the microfluidic device
for each region of interest.

All FIB measurements were made at room temperature (22-23
°C) in the channel’s midplane, whose location was determined by
focusing the microscope on the channel’s top and bottom and setting
the focus to the dividing plane, where the 3-D flow was quantified
to be PEF (see next section). Since the kinematics experienced by
the fluid immediately adjacent to the PDMS and glass walls was
primarily shear, it is imperative to estimate the contribution to the
birefringence arising from wall shear and compare it with the
birefringence arising from PEF at the midplane. We accomplished
this by using FIB data of Poiseuille flow in the inlet channel
upstream of the SP. For FIB measurements downstream of the SP,
this weak contribution from wall shear was subtracted.

I ) 1
2
I0[1 + sin {2(ωpolτm - φ)}sin θ] (2)
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D. µ-PIV. Microparticle image velocimetry (µ-PIV)73,74 was
performed to verify the flow kinematics for the wormlike micellar
fluids flowing through the cross-slot devices. 40µL of a suspension
of PS microspheres (Polysciences, Inc.; 2.0µm diameter; 5.68×
109 particles/mL) was added to 25 mL of the CTAB/NaSal solution,
mixed, and then injected into the cross-slot device, which was
placed on the stage of an Olympus IX-71 microscope (20×
objective; NA) 0.40; magnification) 1.22 µm pixel-1), which
was focused to the midplane of the device, and frames were
captured using a Redlake MotionXtra HG-100K high-speed camera.
625 frames (1504 pixels× 1128 pixels) were acquired at 100 frames
s-1 (exposure time) 500 µs). Every 10th frame was used in the
PIV analysis using Flow Manager software (Dantec Dynamics),
making the effective frame rate 10 frames s-1. An adaptive cross-
correlation algorithm (with a low pass Gaussian filter) was applied
to 64 × 64 pixel subunits of sequential frames to determine the
local velocity vectorV. Finite element calculations of Stokes flow
were also carried out (using Comsol Multiphysics 3.2, Comsol Inc.)
to determine the relationship between volumetric flow rate and wall
shear rate and to determine the effective channel height for
calculation of birefringence.

III. Results

A. LVE of Wormlike Micellar Surfactant Solutions. We
plot G*(ω) data on the 30 mmol L-1 CTAB/240 mmol L-1

NaSal solution (Figure 1a), which, to the best of our knowledge,
are unavailable elsewhere in the literature. We do note that
Shikata et al. have studied the rheology of CTAB/NaSal systems
in great detail31,32 and pointed out that scission and fusion
processes govern their stress relaxation, as also determined for

other wormlike micellar fluids.48 The fluid’s plateau and terminal
response regimes are clearly visible. Apart from the terminal
G′′ peak atω ≈ 1 rad s-1, another peak is visible inG′′ at ω
≈ 80 rad s-1. While the low ω peak signifies the terminal
relaxation of the wormlike micellar chains at a time scaleτT,
the high-frequency peak clearly arises from faster relaxation
modes. Note the slight decrease inG′ with decreasing frequency
and the high-frequency peak in the loss tangent tanδ also
associated with the high-frequency relaxation.

For a single Maxwell element the following relations are well-
known.

G(t) is the stress-relaxation modulus,τ is a relaxation time scale,
andG0 is a modulus scale. Although Maxwellian behavior is
predicted by a quasi-network model, the limitations of this
analysis have been discussed.32 Moreover, the details of
departure from Maxwellian behavior are instructive. Specifically,
the terminalG′′ peak is not single-exponential (see inset Figure
1b), as the data deviate from a Maxwell fit forω g 2 rad s-1,
signaling that micellar chain scission occurs on time scales that
are not widely separated from terminal relaxation (τT ≈ 0.91
s). This deviation from Maxwellian behavior, which is also seen
in other experimental data sets,75-78 is nicely anticipated by
Cates’ tube model based theory of wormlike micellar fluid
dynamics.53,79,80A Cole-ColeG′′ vsG′ plot (also called a “Han
plot”81) is shown (Figure 1b). Scission processes cause deviation
from the pure semicircle expected for pure Maxwellian relax-
ation, as seen in many wormlike micellar fluids.75,77,82-84 We
note that telechelic polymers may also exhibit near-Maxwellian
relaxation, where the terminal time may similarly be signifi-
cantly longer than the characteristic time of chain detachment
and association.85

We further interpret these LVE data using the Granek-Cates
(GC)86,87and Turner-Cates (TC)80 theoretical models of stress
relaxation in wormlike micelles as a basis. Since the Cole-
Cole plot shows a linear asymptote with a slope≈-1 as the
well-defined minimum on the plot is approached (Figure 1b),
we conclude in fidelity with the TC model that reptation is the
dominant mechanism on the time scale of chain scission,τb,
and that tube length fluctuations (breathing modes) do not
dominate stress relaxation on the time scaleτb. This conclusion
gives τb ≈ 0.5 s. Also, sinceτb is comparable toτT, and our
data clearly show that the dominant chain motion on the
chemical time scaleτb is by entangled (and certainly not
unentangled) modes, we also infer in keeping with the GCansatz
that τb is large enough such thatτb . τe, where τe is the
relaxation time of an entanglement strand, the time scale at
which the chain “feels” itself trapped in a tube. The frequency
ωe ) τe

-1 marks the high-frequency end of the entanglement
plateau, above whichG′′ andG′ cross over such thatG′′ > G′
and enter the transition zone of LVE, and for this systemωe >
100 rad s-1, suggestingτe < 0.01 s.

The steady shear and OS rheology of the 100 mmol L-1

CPyCl/60 mmol L-1 NaSal system have already been studied
by Lee et al.46 and are not repeated here. Their steady shear
measurements46 demonstrated the classical stress plateau seen
in shear-banded fluids. Their LVE measurements at 25°C show
a clear terminalG′′ peak, withτT ) 2.5 s, non-Maxwellian

Figure 1. Linear viscoelasticity of the 30 mmol L-1 CTAB/240 mmol
L-1 NaSal solution. (a)G′(ω), G′′(ω), and tanδ. (b) Cole-Cole-Han
plot, where the discrete points are the LVE data, while the smooth
curve is a fitted semicircle. The dashed straight line denotes an
asymptote with slope) -1. Inset: Maxwell fit (smooth curves) toG′
andG′′ data signifying the terminal relaxation (discrete points). Standard
uncertainties associated withG′ andG′′ areO(0.1 Pa).

G(t)
G0

) exp(- t
τ)

G′(ω)
G0

) ω2τ2

1 + ω2τ2
;

G′′(ω)
G0

) ωτ
1 + ω2τ2

(3)
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relaxation (again consistent with reptation) atω g 10 rad s-1

(implying τb ≈ 0.1 s), and no higher frequencyG′′ peak (so
that once againτb . τe).

B. µ-PIV. The µ-PIV results (Figure 2a) are shown as
calculated velocity vectors superposed on a bright-field image
of the channel with the seeded CTAB/NaSal solution flowing
through it. The SP, where the velocity vanishes, is clearly visible
in the middle of the channel. The midplane velocity profile
agrees nicely with the definition of PEF:88

In a steady elongational flow the stretching rateε̆0 must be time-
invariant. Theµ-PIV data were analyzed by plottingV1(x1-
x1,0) andV3(x3-x3,0), where (x1,0, x3,0) denote the SP coordinates
in the (1,3) plane. BothV1 andV3 vanish at the SP, as expected
(Figure 2b). Equation 4 predicts that these plots should be linear
with slopes-ε̆0 and ε̆0, respectively. The least-squares linear
regression to these data givesε̆0(Qnom ) 0.25 mL h-1) ) 0.48
s-1. Qnom is the nominal volume flow rate (andε̆0 ∼ Qnom),
which is related to the total flow rate (for two inlets)Qtot )
2Qnom. Additional results ofµ-PIV at higher flow rates will be
discussed below. Although PEF is well approximated at the

midplane, the extension rate decreases to zero approaching either
the top or bottom surface of the channel. Since optical
retardation arises from the integrated effect across the entire
gap, the effective channel height isheff ) 0.50h.

C. Birefringence, Banding, and the Stress-Optical Rule.
Much of the FIB phenomenology exhibited by these fluids is
illustrated in Figure 3, which shows images of the spatial
variation of the background-subtracted sinθ (in false colors)
and the corresponding transmitted light intensity (eq 2) from
the CTAB/NaSal system. The fluid flows in along the 1 direction
(from the left and right) and flows out along the 3 (stretching)
direction (to the top and bottom). The principal axes of the stress
tensorT in PEF coincide with these directions due to flow
symmetry.

Figure 2. (a) µ-PIV: velocity vectors (denoted by arrows) in the
middle focal plane of the cross-slot device for CTAB/NaSal solution
flowing atQnom ) 0.25 mL h-1. (b). Strain rateε̆0 evaluated fromµ-PIV
data. Tracer particle velocity components in the 1 and 3 directions are
plotted vs respective spatial coordinates. The SP’s coordinates are (x1,0,
x3,0). Discrete points and lines denote experimental data and linear
regression fits to data (cf. eq 4), respectively. Standard uncertainty
associated with velocity vector magnitudes is(10 µm s-1.

V ) (-ε̆0x1

0
+ε̆0x3

) (4)

Figure 3. Sinθ profiles (in false colors) and transmitted light intensity
images (in pairs; imaged in the mid-focal plane) for the 30 mmol L-1

CTAB/240 mmol L-1 NaSal solution at (a)Qnom ) 0.1 mL h-1, (b)
Qnom ) 0.30 mL h-1 (c) Qnom ) 0.45 mL h-1, (d) Qnom ) 0.7 mL h-1,
and (e)Qnom ) 0.8 mL h-1. The sinθ color code is shown in (a), and
the stagnation point is marked “SP”.
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At Qnom values between 0.05 and 0.25 mL h-1, a broad
increase of sinθ was seen near the SP. The magnitude of the
peak sinθ increases with increasingQnom. A typical result in
this flow rate range is shown in Figure 3a (Qnom ) 0.1 mL
h-1), where the flow is slow enough such that the SOR holds.
Starting atQnom ) 0.3 mL h-1 (Figure 3b), the peak in sinθ
narrows somewhat, and a narrow sharp band becomes visible
in the transmitted light intensity image. At still higherQnom,
the transmitted light intensity contrast sharpens, and the sinθ
peak grows markedly. This birefringence band reflects the
increased alignment of wormlike micelles along the outflow
direction. AtQnom ) 0.45 mL h-1 (Figure 3c) the birefringence
inside the band becomes practically constant, reflecting quasi-
saturation of alignment of wormlike micellar chains in the band,
while the transmitted light intensity contrast grows further.
Demonstrating that this contrast arises from low-angle scattering,
we find that it vanishes when the NA is sufficiently large. At
Qnom ) 0.70 mL h-1 (Figure 3d) the birefringence band had
broadened further, along with a slight counterclockwise rotation
of its principal axis. The band broadening occurred only after
the saturation of the intensity in the middle of the band. Finally,
atQnom ) 0.80 mL h-1 (Figure 3e) the flow becomes markedly
asymmetric, and the fluid flows out of the channel along a
preferred direction.µ-PIV of these various flow rates demon-
strates that neither the∆n nor the transmittance bands are shear
bands; i.e., the rate of deformation remains uniform across the
band (see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). Even after
the flow becomes asymmetric, no significant shear banding is
observed. The data on the CPyCl/NaSal system are qualitatively
similar, and the spatial variation of sinθ in this system is
summarized in Figure 4.

There is striking similarity between these two fluids in the
sin θ profiles during band formation. At low flow rates, the sin
θ distribution width, quantified by the full-width at half-
maximum (fwhm), is rather broad. AsQnom is increased, the
fwhm initially decreases (due to band formation) and decreases
until sin θ reaches a plateau, after which it starts to increase
again. Remarkably, the band observed in transmittance (e.g.,
Figure 3e) does not broaden when the birefringence band does.
The fwhm and sinθpeak (inside the band) are plotted vs the
extensional Weissenberg number,Wiext ) τTε̆0, in Figure 5. A
plateau in sinθpeak and a distinct local minimum in the fwhm
are seen in both systems, revealing that birefringence banding
occurs in wormlike micelles undergoing PEF.

In Figure 6, we quantify the aforementioned asymmetry in
terms of the angleΦ, a measure of how symmetric planar
elongation becomes unstable since it is the tilt angle between
the principal axis of the band along the outflow direction and
the channel outflow axis. For a perfectly symmetric PEF,Φ )
0°. Clearly, the flow symmetry splits and the inlet streams are
directed predominantly to either outlet channel asWiext exceeds
unity, suggesting that fluid elasticity effects are responsible. The
phenomenon is neither inertial asRe is O(10-4), nor is it slip-
induced as there is no shear banding (seeµ-PIV video in the
Supporting Information). Instead, there is less elasticity associ-
ated with the asymmetric mode (approximately simple shearing)
vis-à-vis symmetrical pure extension. The two wormlike fluids
however do not obey the sameΦ(Wiext) scaling. In the CTAB/
NaSal fluidΦ ∼ xWiext-Wiext,c ) 15.1°xWiext-1.24, but the
CPyCl/NaSal fluid does not have a similar scaling, for reasons

that are currently unclear. Arratia et al.89 have recently reported
a similar flow instability in a dilute polyacrylamide (Mw ) 18
× 106) solution where the velocity field becomes asymmetric
above some critical strain rate in a cross-slot. We believe that
this behavior is generic to elastic fluids and is not limited to
wormlike micellar fluids or polymer solutions.

The relationship between the phase differenceθ and the
birefringence∆n is as follows.

Γ ) ∆nheff is the retardation, which causes the phase difference.
Since light is sent down the 2 direction, the measured birefrin-
gence∆n ) n3 - n1, wheren3 and n1 denote the refractive
indices in the 3 and 1 directions, respectively. A plot of the
peak ∆n vs Wiext is shown in Figure 7 for both the CTAB/
NaSal and the CPyCl/NaSal systems. We discuss the CTAB/
NaSal system first. ForWiext < 0.40, linear growth in∆n is
seen withWiext. As Wiext exceeds 0.4, the slope increases and
the birefringence band forms. This regime of increased slope is
followed by a narrow regime where∆n essentially saturates
for 0.7 < Wiext < 1.0. A further slight increase in∆n and a
rotation of the principal axes at the SP follow at higherWiext,
indicative of the same flow instabilities discussed earlier (cf.
Figure 6).90 The CPyCl/NaSal system shows qualitatively similar
behavior: linear growth at smallWiext, followed by deviation
from linear growth, and finally by saturation. Linear regression

T ) (T11 0 0
0 T22 0
0 0 T33

)
123

(5)

Figure 4. Sin θ vs spatial positionx1 in the 100 mmol L-1 CPyCl/60
mmol L-1 NaSal solution. Dashed lines denote SP coordinate in the 1
direction. Standard uncertainty in sinθ is (0.004.

Figure 5. Full width at half-maximum (fwhm) of the sinθ distribution
and peak sinθ values from Figures 3 and 4 plotted vsWiext. Lines
merely guide the eye.

∆n ) θλ
2πheff

(6)
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fits to the low Wiext data for both systems are shown in the
inset of Figure 7. The slopes of the straight lines that pass
through the origin (and hence signify correct background
subtraction) are 3.9× 10-5 and 1.6× 10-5 for the CTAB/
NaSal and the CPyCl/NaSal systems, respectively. Quite
intriguingly, when the peak∆n is plotted vs a dimensionless
breaking time () τbε̆0) for the two systems, the low strain rate
data and high strain rate data seem to show similar limiting
behavior for both systems (see Figure S2 in the Supporting
Information). We believe that this result underscores the need
for a deeper understanding of the physics underlying the
breaking time scale.

Kato et al.,63 who used an 800µm spot size laser, have
reported spatially averaged∆n values from their FRM experi-
ments on a 30 mmol L-1 CTAB/230 mmol L-1 NaSal solution
that are about a factor of 15 smaller than ours, as we report a
local peak in the measured∆n value within the birefringence
band, while their values are spatial averages over the extensional
flow field. The [NaSal] in their system is 10 mmol L-1 smaller
than ours, and their experiments are done at slightly lower
temperatures (18-21 °C). While these effects also contribute
to the differences in∆n, nevertheless the dominant contribution
to the difference likely arises from spatial averaging. When the
retardation is averaged in a 640µm × 485 µm area near the
SP, somewhat lower values of∆n are obtained (Figure 7).

The SOR91 relatesT and the refractive index tensorn in
optically anisotropic media. When light is sent down a principal
direction (taken here as the 2 direction), the SOR is stated thus.

C denotes the stress-optical coefficient. The SOR provides a
noninvasive measure of rheological material functions, if it holds
for the fluid at the relevant deformation rates. The regime where
bothT33 - T11 and∆n grow linearly withε̆0 is where the SOR
is valid. For the CTAB/NaSal data, this regime is restricted to
0.0< Wiext < 0.4. ForWiext > 0.4 the linearity no longer holds
in the ∆n data whileT33 - T11 continues to grow linearly,
leading to a natural failure of the SOR. For the CPyCl/NaSal
system, this linearity holds up toWiext = 0.8.

Having established the regime where the SOR holds for the
CTAB/NaSal fluid, we can apply eq 7 (usingC ) -5.74 ×
10-7 Pa-1 50) to determine its first planar elongational viscosity,
ηp,1, andT33 - T11.

(A substantially different value ofC was reported by Shikata
et al.:55 C ) -3.1 × 10-7 Pa-1.) For the Newtonian regime,
we can expectηp,1 ) 4η0

88 in PEF, and our data recover this
relationship within the bounds of appreciable experimental
uncertainty. Given the large spread between theC’s, we do not
overemphasize the comparison ofηp,1 and zero shear viscosity,
η0 () 10.5 Pa‚s63).

D. Wall Shear. A critical concern in our experiments is the
effect of wall shear on these FIB measurements under PEF,
motivating the need to quantify wall shear effects alone. We
accomplished this by measuring FIB of the CTAB/NaSal fluid
in an inlet channel of the cross-slot device at different and higher
Qnom’s to get a good signal as the shear birefringence can be
reasonably expected to be much weaker than that from pure
straining flow. The sinθ image for wall-induced shear is shown
in the inset of Figure 8. The side wall lies at the bottom of this
image, and fluid flows from right to left. Because of wall shear,
the micelles are locally aligned and birefringence develops. Note
that the micellar orientation here is perpendicular to the
orientation at the SP. The shear birefringence∆nshearfar from
the side walls was measured and plotted in Figure 8 along with
the extensional birefringence∆nPEF as a function of the
characteristic Weissenberg numbersWishear) τTγ̆ (γ̆ ) 8Qnom/
wh2) andWiext, respectively. The prefactor 8.0 was determined
from finite element calculations for the prescribed channel
geometry and dimensions. Similar to∆nPEF, ∆nshear also
saturates, but at largerWishearg 10. The∆nPEF grows with a
larger slope and also saturates faster than∆nshear, as expected.
The slopes (in the linear regime) for∆nPEF and∆nshearare 3.9
× 10-5 and 3.1× 10-6, respectively. The distinctly larger slope
in ∆nPEF demonstrates the efficacy of extensional flows in
stretching and aligning fluid elements. When compared at
numerically equalWiext ) Wishear, ∆nshearis more than a factor
of 10 smaller than∆nPEF. While wall shear undoubtedly
contributes to the fluid’s deformation history (and hence to the
retardation that is sampled throughout the channel depth), it is
simply overwhelmed by the dominant PEF contribution.

E. Birefringence Relaxation.The extensional deformation
experienced by the fluid weakens as it enters the outlet channels.
To study the spatiotemporal decay of∆n for the CTAB/NaSal
fluid along the centerline of the outflow axis with increasing
distance from the SP, the retardationΓ was measured in two

Figure 6. Tilt angleΦ vsWiext for the 30 mmol L-1 CTAB/240 mmol
L-1 NaSal and 100 mmol L-1 CPyCl/60 mmol L-1 NaSal solutions.
The smooth curve indicates a fit to the CTAB/NaSal data (discussed
in text). Bars on data points in all figures denote standard uncertainty
associated with one standard deviation.

Figure 7. Birefringence∆n (from peak in sinθ in the birefringence
band) vsWiext for the 30 mmol L-1 CTAB/240 mmol L-1 NaSal and
100 mmol L-1 CPyCl/60 mmol L-1 NaSal solutions. The area-averaged
birefringence of the CTAB/NaSal fluid is also plotted for comparison
with peak values. The inset shows the peak∆n data (symbols) vsWiext

on linear scales; lines denote linear regression fits.

∆n31 ) n3 - n1 ) C(T33 - T11) (7)

ηp,1(ε̆0) ) -
(T33 - T11)

ε̆0
(8)
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other locationssone near the entrance of one of the outlets and
the other much further into that outlet channel (Figure 9).Γ
starts to exponentially decay from its constant level in the
extensional flow field atx3 - x3,0 ≈ 500 µm, where the fluid
leaves the extensional flow field by entering the outlet channel.
(The shear contribution to birefringence in the outlet channel
was subtracted here to focus solely on PEF alignment effects.)
The inset to Figure 9 shows the temporal decay ofΓ, measured
at the second shifted position of the device with time being
counted starting when the fluid entered that frame. From linear
regression, the observed birefringence relaxation time scale is
1.4 s, close to the fluid’s longest relaxation time (0.91 s), as
expected.

IV. Discussion

A. Time Scales and Equilibrium Micellar Length Distri-
bution. To place fundamental time scales and rate constants in
this problem in perspective to rationalize our birefringence
results, we apply the GC model further86,87 to our data. We
determine the chain scission constantkscissfrom Cates’ predic-
tion,79 which says that the longer the chain, the larger its
probability to experience stochastic scission:ksciss) 1/τb〈l〉. In
the CTAB/NaSal fluid,τb ) 0.5 s and average contour length
〈l〉 ≈ 4.6 µm (see Appendix for〈l〉 calculation), so thatksciss)

4 × 105 m-1 s-1. The equilibrium distributionf0(l) of instan-
taneous micellar chain lengths is exponential.86

The fusion rate constant (kfus) was evaluated using the〈l〉; kfus

) 1 × 1016 m-3 s-1. Using eq 9,f0(l) can also be determined.
For the CPyCl/NaSal system,〈l〉 ≈ 8.2 µm, ksciss) 1.2 × 105

m-1 s-1, and kfus ) 9 × 1015 m-3 s-1. Since kfus reflects
molecular dynamics, its similarity for the two systems is
expected. Somewhat more significant differences inkscissreflect
differences in the free energy of association. We have thus
estimated the equilibrium distribution, rate constants, and
fundamental rheological time scales of these fluids.

Another time scale, which is independent of fluid properties,
but dependent on channel geometry, flow rate, and spatial
position, is the residence time,τres

wherex1,i locates the onset of extensional flow (approximately
w/2). We replot the data of Figures 3 and 4 as sinθ(ε), where
the strainε was calculated asε ) τresε̆0 (Figure 10a,b). At each
flow rate, the fluid has sufficient time to let the micellar chains
disentangle near the SP, causing a high degree of alignment
and the formation of birefringence bands. Given the strong flow
field and thatWiext f 1, we can safely expect convective
constraint release (CCR) effects92-100 to be operational here.
Milner et al. have applied their microscopic CCR model99 to
predict100 shear bands in micelles in shear flows whereWishear

g 1.
B. Birefringence Bands and Transmittance Bands.Our

data indicate that birefringence bands and transmittance bands
have distinct features. Particularly at high flow rates, the width
of these bands can be significantly different (e.g., in Figure 3e).
These high rates (and stress) cause a high degree of alignment
(birefringence) over a broad area in the cross-slot. However,
when the flow is asymmetric, the fluid experiences nearly simple
shear. Interestingly, this change in flow type is not accompanied
by significant shear banding, suggesting that the effective
viscosity is nearly uniform (seeµ-PIV videos in Supporting

Figure 8. Comparison of peak birefringence (inside the band) from PEF and far-wall birefringence from shear for the 30 mmol L-1 CTAB/240
mmol L-1 NaSal solution, plotted vsWiext andWishear, respectively. Inset: birefringence arising from shear at the wall in the 30 mmol L-1 CTAB/
240 mmol L-1 NaSal solution atQnom ) 5.0 mL h-1.

Figure 9. RetardationΓ (nm) vs spatial distancex3 - x3,0 from the SP
along outflow (3) direction for the 30 mmol L-1 CTAB/240 NaSal
solution at Qnom ) 0.5 mL h-1 (Wiext ) 0.87). Inset: Γ (shear
contribution deducted) vs time for the fluid using data from the second
shifted position of the device (fluid inside outlet channel). Standard
uncertainty inΓ is (1 nm.

f0(l) ) 〈l〉-2 exp(- l
〈l〉)

〈l〉 ) xksciss

2kfus
(9)

τres≈ 1
ε̆0

ln(x1,i

x1
) (10)
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Information). In this respect, our results sharply contrast the
conclusions of Drappier et al.,52 who have recently used a
combination of flow birefringence and flow velocimetry by
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in a 69 mmol L-1 CTAB/
25 mmol L-1 NaSal solution undergoing simple shear in a
Couette cell. However, the shear rate is not uniform when the
Couette gap is large. Although their birefringence experiments
were done in a narrow gap (1 mm) Couette cell, the MRI
experiments were done in a wide gap Couette cell (1 cm). They
have quantitatively compared the proportion of the shear-induced
phase in the shear band and the birefringent band and reached
the conclusion that they are exactly correlated, after ignoring a
second birefringent band close to the outer wall by calling it an
experimental artifact. In a wide gap Couette cell, the imposed
shear rate (in a rate controlled instrument) does not remain
constant as it would in a narrow gap cell. Shear banding is
extremely sensitive to the deformation rate and is best studied
in narrow gap Couette cells wherein the shear rate will be
practically constant across the gap.101

Our experiments also show that the band is subject to
positional fluctuations (cf. results of Britton and Callaghan102).
Our experiments on the CTAB/NaSal fluid show that the band
suffers excursions in the 1 direction by≈30 µm in the 1-3
plane (Figure 11). The Fourier transform in Figure 11 shows

that the amplitude of the fluctuations in band position scales
approximately asf -1, where f denotes frequency, suggesting
random fluctuations. This movement was much more pro-
nounced in the CTAB/NaSal fluid than in the CPyCl/NaSal fluid
due to smaller viscosity in the former system. At high flow rates,
well above the transition to asymmetric flow, positional fluctua-
tions are very rapid, and the angleΦ also fluctuates from
positive to negative values, in agreement with the results of
Arratia et al.89

While the birefringence bands and transmittance bands are
qualitatively similar in the CTAB/NaSal and CPyCl/NaSal
systems, Figure 7 reveals quantitative differences between the
scaling of their∆n with Wiext, apart from the differences in the
slopes in the smallestWiext regime. The∆n in the CTAB/NaSal
system saturates atWiext ) 0.7, while it saturates atWiext ) 2
in the CPyCl/NaSal system. What causes this marked difference
in the deformation required to reach saturation? While we
suggest that the saturated∆n is indicative of (nearly) fully
extended and aligned chains, we argue that the micellar breakup
kinetics, which is markedly different in the two fluids, may cause
this difference. Sinceτb/τT ≈ 0.5 in the CTAB/NaSal system,
the average micellar length in that system is shorter compared
to that in the CPyCl/NaSal system, whereτb is comparatively
, τT (τb/τT ≈ 0.04). Differences are also likely in the
hydrodynamic force required to pull a chain to its fully stretched
state, which is of orderfhydro ) ηs〈l〉2ε̆0,103 whereηs denotes
solvent viscosity. In both systems the asymptotic birefringence
is ≈7 × 10-5, suggesting that the asymptotic chain conforma-
tions reflect similar (near-) complete alignment of micellar
chains. The longer CPyCl/NaSal micellar chains thus show a
birefringence asymptote at higherWiext.

The transmittance band (e.g., Figure 3c) is aligned with the
outflow direction and intersects the SP. When adjusting the focus
through the gap, this band appears sharp over a span (in the 2
direction) of more than 300µm, whenQnom ) 0.55 mL h-1

(i.e., the band does not span the entire channel depth). The fluid
inside the band, which is separated from the surrounding fluid
by a fairly sharp interface, does not represent a true equilibrium
thermodynamic phase, as the interfaces merely signify the
markedly different optical properties of the fluid within and
outside the band. Since the birefringence and transmittance
bands disappear upon flow cessation, they have hydrodynamic
(or nonequilibrium thermodynamic) origins. The wormlike
micellar chains inside the band are highly aligned. The static
evidence from flow-light scattering experiments of Kadoma and
van Egmond104,105 supports this physical picture. Upon shear

Figure 10. Sin θ plotted vs strainε for (a) 30 mmol L-1 CTAB/240
mmol L-1 NaSal solution and (b) 100 mmol L-1 CPyCl/60 mmol L-1

NaSal solution (Figure 4 caption has uncertainty information).

Figure 11. Fourier transform of the fluctuations of the spatial position
of the birefringence band in the 30 mmol L-1 CTAB/240 mmol L-1

NaSal system. Standard uncertainty in amplitude is(1 µm.
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cessation, they saw the ubiquitous butterfly pattern,106-108

reflecting the breakup of the aligned stringlike structures.

V. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have established the existence of birefrin-
gence and transmittance bands in wormlike micellar fluids in
planar elongational flow. The mechanism of birefringence
banding reveals similarity in the retardation profile measured
across the birefringence band’s width. The width of this
retardation distribution initially decreases until the transmittance
band is formed and then increases. The fluid inside the band
has significantly different optical properties than the fluid outside
the band. Using linear viscoelasticity data on the CTAB/NaSal
fluid, we have quantified the fundamental rheological time scales
and argued that in the regime (wherein our data lie), where the
calculated residence time of the fluid in the extensional flow
field exceeds the longest relaxation time of the micellar chains,
the chains have sufficient time to be stretched and aligned with
the field, enabling micellar chain alignment within the band.
As the extensional flow weakens downstream of the stagnation
point, the birefringence decays exponentially. The stress-optical
rule fails at smaller extensional Weissenberg number than shear
Weissenberg numbers, and it should certainly not be applied in
an ad hoc fashion in these strong flows. At the highest
Weissenberg numbers attained, the flow became asymmetric,
but no shear banding was observed as the velocity profiles
remained continuous in the asymmetric flow regime.
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Appendix. Calculation of Average Contour Length

Granek and Cates86 have predicted that in the limitτb . τe

(satisfied by our CTAB/NaSal data and also by the CPyCl/NaSal
data of Lee et al.46) the average chain length (〈l〉) is related to
the entanglement strand length,le, in wormlike micellar fluids.

G′′min is the dip value ofG′′ at the highω end of the Cole-
Cole plot, andGN° is the plateau modulus, calculated from the
area under the terminalG′′ peak. From the CTAB/NaSal data
we getG′′min ) 1.1 Pa andGN° = 8.2 Pa, and from eq A1 we
get le/〈l〉 ≈ 0.13.

le can be estimated fromGN° using the following well-known
relationship for entangled polymer solutions.109

kB is Boltzmann’s constant,T is absolute temperature,φ is
polymer volume fraction, andVe is the volume of polymer per
entanglement strand.109-111

R is the micelle radius, taken as 2 nm here. Thus,le and 〈l〉
approximately equal 600 nm and 4.6µm, respectively, in our
CTAB/NaSal system. Similarly, for the CPyCl/NaSal fluid,
usingG′′min ) 1.8 Pa andGN° = 30 Pa, we getle = 500 nm
and 〈l〉 = 8.2 µm. The micellar chains in the CPyCl/NaSal
system are thus nearly twice as long as those in the CTAB/

NaSal system. We note that the〈l〉 values obtained by this
method are approximate lower bounds,86 especially at high salt
concentrations for CTAB/KBr systems83 and CTAC/NaSal/NaCl
systems.86

Supporting Information Available: Two video files ofµ-PIV
data on the CTAB/NaSal fluid: AtQnom ) 1.5 mL h-1 (file name:
piv qnom 1_f.avi) the video demonstrates that the flow is nearly
linear near the stagnation point. The red line in this video merely
guides the eye and connects two seed particles. This is a time-
lapsed video, slowed down from real time by a factor of 50. The
total elapsed real time between the beginning and the end of the
video is 200 ms. The second video file (file name piv qnom
0_25c.avi) on the CTAB/NaSal fluid demonstrates planar elongation
with a well-defined stagnation point atQnom ) 0.25 mL h-1. This
video file is in real time. Additionally, we are submitting a variant
of Figure 7 as Supporting Information, wherein∆n is plotted vs a
dimensionless breaking time () τbε̆0) for the two wormlike micellar
fluids. The velocity profile remains continuous in the asymmetric
flow regime, and the continuous velocity profiles of the CTAB/
NaSal fluid in the asymmetric regime are shown in Supporting
Information. This material is available free of charge via the Internet
at http://pubs.acs.org.
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